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Morphophonemically related differences in vowel quality, as  
illustrated by pairs of Englishwords like- : fi,fur, sleep : slept, 
bathe : bath, punitive : punish, know : knowledge, hooves : hoof, 
south : southern, can be accounted for by reference to an under- 
lying system of seven Tense and seven  ax vowels,%&~~&ii?8fi%% 
3,5,5,0,6,Z,%, Tenseness being assigned by rules not discussed. 
From this sytem the actually occurring forms are  derived a s  fol- 
lows. A first rule analyzes d into yB. The second makes Tense 
Vowels into central vowels plus off-glides and changes Tense high 
Vowels to low, mid to high, and low to mid. Next, non-low Tense 
vowels assimilate to their off-glides. Thus: fzv-fiyv (five).  
s b Z p Z s E y p  -sByp (sleep), b&rb-b;iybbZyyl) (bathe), pbrrz’t%- 
p y o n z t z w  pgwnit’tz’v - pyiiwnitiv (punitive). n3-W -nW- 
(know), hOuz- Ewvz  -c hiiwvz (hooves), s& -t sZw9 (south) . A 
last rule accounts for the quality of the Lax vowels, changing t3 to 
u’, 8 and u’ to 5 and 3’ to z, with 2: e’, and tZ remaining as in the 
und$!lying system: f i fe  (fifth),, slept (sleptjS b d 9  (bath), && - 
p&is (punish), nY$ --m2$ (knowledge), h6f- hZf (hoofl, su’bmz 
-+szdrn (southern). 
English vowel phonology has fascinated linguists for some time. 
Especially fascinating has been the question of the relation between 
the simple vowel sounds of English and those vowels associated 
with glides, or  semivowels. The vowel and semivowel combina- 
tions have been recognized as having some special status that other 
combinations of English phonemes do not. Bloomfield refers to 
these combinations as “compound phonemes.” 
Compound phonemes are combinations of simple phonemes 
which act as units so far as meaning and word structure 
are  concerned. Thus, the diphthong in a word like buy 
can be viewed as a combination of the vowel in far with 
the phoneme that is initial in yes .  Standard English has 
eight such com binat ions. 1 
These combinations, for Bloomfield, are: 
*This is an expanded version of a paper presented to the Linguistic Society of America, 
lLeonard Bloomfield, Language (New York, 1933), p. 90. 
December, 1966, under the title, “Some notes on English morphophonemics.” 
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[ajl buy [bajl [ij] bee [bij] [ajl boy M I  
[awl bough [bawl [juw] f ew  [fjuw] [uw] do [duwI2 
I have been unable to find where Bloomfield justifies his taking 
these particular combinations, and no others from his list of Eng- 
lish phonemes, as having the special status of “compound pho- 
nemes.” Yet, we know that Bloomfield, and others who have con- 
cerned themselves with the problem of English vowel nuclei, are 
not wrong, inasmuch as these vowel nuclei-and not other sequences, 
as, for example, [my], as in queen, or  [Xw] as in away-are units 
in some sense. This paper explores the question of how these 
vowel nuclei can properly be taken as units, or  single segments. 
These complex vowel nuclei, or “compound phonemes,” just 
mentioned, participate in morphophonemic alternations with simple 
vowel nuclei, but in a quite unobvious way, from a phonetic point 
of view, such that py] alternates with [El, as in the pairs 
sleep : slept deceive : deception 
deep : depth severe .* severity 
leave : left sphere : spherical 
[ay] alternates with Lr], as in the pairs 
bite : bit sign : signal 
alive : live wide : width 
f i ve  : fifth type : typical 
Ley] alternates with [q, as in the pairs 
bathe : bath natuye : natural 
sane : sanity nation : national 
grade : gradual Spain : Spanish 
[Gw] alternates with [g] (or [;I, depending on the dialect of Eng- 
lish in question), as in the pairs 
phone : phonic novice : novitiate 
mode : modvy know : knowledge 
node : nodular pose : posit 
=!bid.. p. 91. 
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[Ziw] alternates with [:I, as in the pairs 
foundation : fundamental profound : profundity 
south : southern abound : abundant 
pronounce : pronunciation 
[yiiw] (with or  without the [y] after alveolar consonants) also alter- 
nates with [a], as in the pairs 
studious : study 
assume : assumption 
produce : production 
numeral : number 
punitive : punish humility : humble 
and [iiw] also alternates with [el, as in the pairs 
do : does moon : month youth : young 
or  with [GI, as in the pair hooves .- hoof (the conditioning factor 
apparently being the following consonant). [3y] (or [by]) seems to 
be a leftover. There are some morphophonemic alternations in- 
volving [ 5y], such as in the pairs destroy .- destruction, conjoin : con- 
junction, point : punctual, but the details are not worked out here. 
Neither have the details of the status of [%I, as in law or caught, 
been worked out. Neither [sy] nor [.a] figure in the following dis- 
cussion. 
There are other vowel alternations in English that are not 
dealt with here either. The most obvious of these are those alter- 
nations which are relics of Indo-European ablaut, such as in drive : 
drove : driven, sing : sang : sung, or of Germanic umlaut, such 
as in the pairs man : rnen,goose :geese, mouse : mice, strong : 
strength. Such alternations have to be accounted for in some way 
in a general grammar of English, but they are not treated here. 
The concern here is with the vowel system which underlies 
the “regular” alternations cited above and the set of rules which 
accounts for the actually occurring phonetic shapes. 
It seems that the English complex vowel nuclei can be divided 
into two (overlapping) groups: those with a glide (or modification) 
in the high front area-[Iy, gy, yiiwl-and those with a glide (or 
modification) in the high back area-[tiw, yiiw, Ziw, bw]. 
If the common possession of the high back modification of this 
last set is taken as indicative of one of the features of the under- 
lying system-and the obvious choice (in the distinctive feature 
framework of Roman Jakobson) is Flatness, that is, rounding-then 
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we can say that the underlying forms of [tiw, yaw, Zw, bw] differ 
from those underlying [ly, gy, ey] as being Flat, o r  rounded, as 
opposed to non-Flat, o r  unrounded. 
On the other hand, a modification in the high front area can 
be taken as evidence of Acuteness, that is, for vowels, frontness. 
Thus, the underlying forms of [Iy, ay, ey, yiiw] are Acute, o r  front, 
as opposed to those underlying [Ow, Zw, Ow], which are  non-Acute, 
o r  non-front.3 
This much can be determined on the basis of the complex 
nuclei alone. 
Now, looking at the simple nuclei, we find that these vowels 
are distributed in three heights: the high vowels p, GI, the mid 
vowels [g, 51, and the low vowels [d, 51. Further, they are dis- 
tributed as front [i, 5 ,  $51 versus non-front [G, Z,';]. 
The non-front vowels present somewhat of a problem because [z ] participates in three different morphophonemic alternations: 
one where it alternates with [awl, as in pronunciation .- pronounce, 
another where it alternates with [yiiw] (or at times simply [Qw]), 
as in consumption : consume, and a third where it alternates with 
[fiw], as in month : moon. Thus, we look to the front vowels first 
in the attempt to characterize the underlying system. 
If the vowel underlying [q is characterized as Diffuse, o r  high, 
the vowel underlying [s] as Compact, o r  low, and that underlying 
[g] as non-Diffuse and non-Compact, th& is, neither high nor low, 
then by noting the nature of the alternations that these vowels par- 
ticipate in, we can account for the non-front vowels. That is, if 
the vowel underlying E; w Sy] is Diffuse, then so must be that 
underlying [s w Zw]; if the vowel underlying [8;; CL Ey] is Compact, 
then so must be that underlying [a 'L 6w]; and if the vowel under- 
lying the alternation of [a] with a complex Diffuse nucleus [ly] is 
non-Diffuse and non-Compact, then because the alternations [ z  /6 
iiw] and [z % flw] both involve complex nuclei which are likewise 
Diffuse, the vowels underlying these alternations must also be non- 
Diffuse and non-Compact. 
Now we have an underlying vowel system except for that fea- 
ture which distinguishes the vowels underlying the complex nuclei 
3Except for the specification of the vowel underlying[5.iiwS]--which is Acute a s  opposed to 
the non-Acute vowel underlying Fw] (or Flat as  opposed to the non-Flat vowel underlyingpd), 
Acuteness (or Flatness) turns out to be redundant, that i s ,  Acuteness (or Flatness) is predict- 
able for al l  the ober  vowels from the Flatness (or Acuteness) feature: vowels that are Flat 
(or Acute) are nor-Acute (or non-Flat), and vice versa. Consequently, granted the marking for 
Flatness (or Acuteness), the only vowel that would have to be positively specified as Acute 
(or Flat) in the lexicon is that underlying Giiw]. 
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from those underlying the simple nuclei. I have chosen the feature 
Tense to make this difference, as in Figure I. This particular 
feature is chosen because all the vowel nuclei under consideration 
here involve segments which are usually treated as allophonically 
Tense before a following semivowel and lax, or non-Tense, when not 
so followed. 
y w Z G X i S S  5 6 l $ Z i i , ’ z  
+ + + + + + + +  + + + + + + + +  Segment 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + Vocalic 
+ +  
+ 
Consonantal 
+ + + + + + + +  Flat 
+ +  + + Compact 
+ +  + +  Diffuse 
+ + + + + + +  + +  Acute 
+ + + + + + + Tense 
Figure I4 
In the present analysis, the Tenseness of the vowels of the 
complex nuclei is not attributed to the influence of the following 
semivowel but to the underlying system (and, as will  be seen below, 
the presence of a following semivowel is attributed to Tenseness). 
Granted the marking of vowel segments from the underlying 
system as appropriately Tense o r  non-Tense (and this paper is not 
concerned with the problem of how the vowels get so marked3, 
then we can proceed to the rules that account for the superficial 
forms. 
The palatal on-glide of [yiiw] (< T )  can be accounted for by a 
rule which simply shifts the positive specification of the Acuteness 
feature for the vowel 9 to the left, generating the semivowel y fol- 
lowed by the vowel d (>[fiw]). This is stated as Rule (1). 
41n Figure 1 only positively specified features are stated. No. distinction is made in the 
figure between redundant and non-redundant features. 
5It seems clear that in the underlying system some vowels are marked as Tense, others a 
Lax, and others as neither Tense nor Lax. It is  the rules that specify these last-mentioned 
vowels as appropriately Tense or Lax that I have chosen specifically to ignore at this point. 
The three-way specification of vowels in the underlying system is interestingly paralleled 
by the same three-way specification of the fricatives in the underlying system. Some frica- 
tives are inherently Lax, a s  in hive: biues: some are inherently Tense, a s  in fife: 1ifes;and 
some are Tense or Lax, depending on gramlnatical context, as in wife: wives. 
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The off-glides can be accounted for by a similar rule, which 
shifts the positive specification of the Flatness or  Acuteness fea- 
ture of the Tense vowel to the right, generating the appropriate 
semivowel, y o r  w, preceded by a Tense, non-Acute, non-Flat vowel, 


















Rule (2) changes Z to ay, i to Ty, 2 to &y, 0 to Zw (and y 6  (< 9) 















Figure I1 (continued next page) 
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( 3 )  Vocalic + 
Consonantal 
Compact a + B  












be seen in Figure III. 














{EL) + + 
Compact a B  
Diffuse B G  
Tense + 
There is a problem with Rules (2) and (3) that remains unre- 
solved. There seems to be no good reason for deciding whether 
Rule (2) precedes Rule (3) o r  whether Rule (3) precedes Rule (2). 
That is, for example, Gy can be derived from underlying z' equally 
well through an intermediate Zy (if Rule (2) precedes Rule (3)) or 
through an intermediate a- (if Rule (3) precedes Rule (2)). If this 
is so, it seems reasonable to assume that the two rules are not 
applied sequentially in a derivation and thus should be combined 
into Rule (2t). 
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+ +  
Rule (2c) changes 8 directly to e'y, z' to i iy,  8 to ay, 6 t o  $w(and 
y6 (<a to pw), 2 to Gw, and to 6w, as can be seen in Figure IV. 
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All of the vowel nuclei generated by Rule (2’) involve vowels 
that are  non-Flat and non-Acute, that is, unrounded non-front vowels. 
For most dialects of English, Rule (4) applies, such that non-low 
vowels assimilate with respect to rounding o r  frontness to their 
following semi-vowels. 
+ +  + +  
+ 
+ +  
+ 
Rule (4) changes e’y (< E )  to Zy, c?y (< &) to Zy, c‘w (< 5 )  to iiw @nd 
ye’w (<a to yEw), and gw (< 5) to Gw, as can be seen in Figure V, 
but siy (< 2’) and siw (<G) remain. 
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It might be noted that 
+ +  
+ 




t +  
in some dialects, notably in certain 
varieties of Australian English, Rule (4) seems not to apply, so that 
the non-Compact complex vowel nuclei begin with unrounded central 
vowels. In this particular respect, such dialects would be by the 
present analysis closer in their phonetics to the underlying system 
than would be other dialects, where non-Compact vowels are made 
front before y and rounded before w by Rule (4). 
The remaining rules to be mentioned here have to do with the 
specification of the features of the Flat lax vowels, that is, of the 
lax vowels which are  specified as rounded in the underlying system. 
Rule (5), which is, of course, subject to the same qualification 
mentioned in connection with Rule (3), namely, that Diffuse is 




necessarily minus for any Compact segment, accounts for most of 
the changes from the underlying lax rounded vowels. 
















Rule (5) changes 0' to G, 7 and 5 to 5 to to 2, as can be seen in 
c 
c 








In standard British English, where 5 remains and 7, u' become 








The application of Rule (6) is shown in Figure VII. 
k u l e  (5)  does not apply before non-intervocalic r, in which position it seems that the 
non-Compact Lax vowels combine with the following r to form aTense  retroflex syllabic?, and 















The following examples illustrate the application of the above 
rules: fiv-fayv cfive), slSp-sle'yp -slfyp (sleep), b&b - 
b5yi) - bey8 (bathe), p$nXv - pybnTtTv - p@wnXv --pyiiwn'itZv 
(punitive), nLi--n3w--nOw (know), hbvz- h$wvz- hiiwvz (hooves), 
siiQ-siiwQ (south); f$3 cfifth), slzpt (slept), b&Q (bath), p&%- 
p5nZ (qr pZnFz) (punish), nalej -na'lzf (or unchanged) (knowledge), 
hZif --?if (hoofl, s%rn -t s%-n (or sa'arn) (southern). 
There are later rules, their details depending on the dialect, 
which account for facts such as the change of u' t o  5 (or British 
3 in certain as yet not well understood environments; the dele- 
tion of the on-glide portion of yfiw in certain positions, as after 
syllable-initid Acute consonants for most Americans; reductions 
of vowels in unstressed positions; and so on, until all the features 
are properly specified. 
Historically, the phenomena discussed in this paper are  the 
results of the so-called Great Vowel Shift. Synchronically, it seems 
that the results of the Great Vowel Shift can be accounted for by 
three rules (Rules (l), (23, and (4)) for the Tense vowels and one 
rule (Rule (5) o r  (6)) for the non-Tense, o r  lax, vowels. This is 
not intended to suggest that the Great Vowel Shift took place his- 
torically in this way. I see no reason to abandon the point of view 
that modifications of a language usually happen one feature at a 
time, with subsequent simplification of the rules and the result that 
the phonological rules of a language may not necessarily match 
neatly the historical stages the language has gone through. 
Y Y V  
